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Junior Individual Documentary
“Weird, Weirder, Warhol: Andy Warhol’s Influence on the Pop Art Movement” - Ian Miller (Center for Inquiry School 84)
“Martha Graham: The Life, The Legacy, The Lessons” – Alice Christie (Center for Inquiry School 84)
“Jonas Salk and the Effects of the Polia Vaccine” – Henry Bailey (Center for Inquiry School 84)

Junior Group Documentary
“History of Jazz and How it Changed Indiana” – Andy Chase, Eli Priest, Finley Sullivan, Miles Cheney (Center for Inquiry School 84)
“History of To Kill a Mockingbird’s Banning” – Claire Becher, Evie Haug (Center for Inquiry School 84)
“The Radium Girls” – Adeline Duncan, Cohen Keating, Harrison Pastrick, Owen Giese (Center for Inquiry School 84)

Senior Paper
“Harriet: What Was Her Impact?” – Dereja Feeseha (Christel House Academy South)
“The Forgotten War: Crossroads for Communism” – Yandell Lopez (Christel House Academy South)
“The Impact of Anne Frank’s Diary” – Maria Diaz (Christel House Academy South)

Senior Individual Documentary
“CTE; Hard Hitting Changes to the NFL” – Kameron Prater (Christel House Academy South)
“Birth of the Home Computer” – Hazel Ryan (Herron High School)

Senior Individual Website
“The History of Video Games” – Hannah Schultz (Christel House Academy South)

Senior Group Website
“The 1904 St. Louis Olympics: A Turning Point in Sports History” – Catherine Stauffer, Julia Stauffer (Herron High School)

Senior Individual Exhibit
“The Rise of Nazism” – David Carrillo (Christel House Academy South)
“History of Photography” – Ashley Zuniga (Christel House Academy South)